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Q2 2019 Returns %
INDEX

2Q19

YTD

1-Year

3-Year

5-Year

10-Year

S&P 500 Index

4.30

18.54

10.41

14.18

10.70

14.68

Russell 2000 Index

2.09

16.97

-3.35

12.28

7.05

13.43

MSCI EAFE Index

3.93

14.53

1.70

9.73

2.84

7.49

MSCI Emerging Market Index

0.69

10.69

1.54

11.10

2.88

6.17

Barclays U.S. Aggregate

3.08

6.11

7.87

2.31

2.95

3.90

Following a fantastic first quarter, markets
suffered a bout of volatility during the second
quarter. From April highs, U.S. stocks lost around
7% in May as investors worried about ongoing
trade issues and digested some weaker economic
reports. International stocks declined even more
with some bourses entering correction territory
(10% losses). However, a strong rally in June led
indices back towards record highs again. The S&P
500 Index finished the quarter up 4.3% while
developed international equities rallied 3.7%.
Consequently, it was a great first half of the year
for most asset classes; U.S. equities returned
18.5%, international equities 13.6%, and fixed
income gained 6.1% (proxied by Bloomberg
Barclays U.S. Aggregate).
Despite evidence that the pace of growth in the
global economy was slowing, investors’ belief in
the Fed ‘put’ propelled risk assets higher. The
current expansion has become the longest since
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records began before the American Civil War; the
economy has now been growing for 121
consecutive months. The expectation that the
Federal Reserve would continue to underwrite
the expansion was reinforced by dovish
comments in early June that signaled a
willingness to cut interest rates. Investors took
this to indicate a possibility of rates being at least
50 basis points lower by the end of 2019.
The U.S. economy has softened since the start of
the year, with manufacturing, employment, and
housing data all suggesting that last years’ rate of
2.9% expansion is not sustainable. While Q1 GDP
came in at 3.1%, it is likely to be followed by a Q2
report in the 1.4% to 1.7% range. Additionally,
corporate earnings estimates have been revised
lower, with growth of 3% now expected – down
from the 7% growth forecast at the start of 2019.
While many trade concerns do remain just a
headline risk, the damage done to the global

economy is increasing with economic activity, as
well as both business and consumer confidence,
being weighed down.
Following such a strong start to the year, it is
difficult to imagine the pace of returns being
maintained. Global economic conditions have
weakened at the same time that equities have
become more expensive. The Federal Reserve is
in a delicate position, with investors now
expecting a series of interest rate cuts. While the
Fed can continue to support markets with cheap
money, future Fed moves will be dependent on
actual economic data and investors will be more
closely watching the leading economic indicators;
we expect to see a greater level of market
volatility around economic reports. Following a
stunning 18.5% first half return, it would not be
surprising to see heightened volatility and
somewhat disappointing returns for the
remainder of 2019.
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Outlook and Strategy
Politics and policy are the headlines that are
impacting global economic and financial
conditions, all while markets seem to be sending
contradicting signals; both U.S. equity markets
and U.S. Treasuries gained during the quarter.
Typically, when risk assets gain, government
bond prices will decline as they are the less
demanded, safer investments. Recent economic
data has indicated a slowdown and pushed bond
prices higher, suggesting investors have
economic concerns even though equity prices
have also moved higher. As discussed in the
Market Review segment, last quarter saw some
weaker economic data reported. Despite the
negatives, 2019 U.S. GDP growth forecasts are
still around 2.5% and recent Federal Reserve
meeting minutes suggest a rate cut is likely. Thus,
slow growth, low inflation, and easy monetary
policy can continue to be a supportive
environment for equities.
Overseas markets continue to send mixed signals
as well. China is slowing despite fiscal stimulus
and a weaker currency—trade anxiety is having a
real economic impact. Select countries in Asia are
benefitting as a tariff-free or lower-tariff source
of manufacturing. We continue to favor
emerging markets with stable structural growth
along with discounted valuations.
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Europe continues to be the enigma of global
markets. European GDP grew 0.5% in the first
quarter but the “recovery” in growth may be
overshadowing significant weakness. Europe
remains a export-driven region and weakness in
recent manufacturing PMI’s in the U.K. (48),
Germany (45), Italy (48.4), and Spain (47.9)
suggests slowing ahead (readings below 50
indicate contractionary conditions). Forecasts for
European GDP remain tepid at around 1.4% for
2019, even with a strong first quarter. The
European Central Bank (ECB) has noted these
concerns in recent commentary and remains
willing to deploy asset purchases alongside its
new bank lending program (TLTRO III). We
remain cautious on Europe given its slowing
growth profile, lack of growth driven businesses,
and continued political instability in Italy and the
U.K.
As we look ahead to the second half of 2019, we
remain cognizant of the risks abound in global
markets as well as our domestic economy. In last
quarter’s Investment Review, we mentioned that
if markets hit new highs we may lock in some
profits: we did reduce U.S. and international
equity exposure during June, although portfolios
remain overweight equities. We do believe that
this economic cycle has more room to run and
that an accommodative Fed will aid this

extension. However, that does not mean markets
will only move up from here; given the economic
data recently reported, we are a little more
cautious as we move into the later innings of this
slow growth economic cycle.

Global Earnings

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management, “Guide to the Markets: U.S., 3Q 2019, data as of
June 30, 2019, page 44, Source: FactSet, MSCI, Standard & Poor’s, Thomson Reuters, J.P.
Morgan Asset Management. Valuations refer to NTMA P/E for Europe, U.S., Japan and
developed markets and P/B for emerging markets. Valuation and earnings charts use MSCI
indices for all regions/countries, except for the U.S., which is the S&P 500. All indices use IBES
aggregate earnings estimates, which may differ from earnings estimates used elsewhere in
the book. MSCI Europe includes the eurozone as well as countries not in the currency bloc,
such as Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK (which collectively make up 47% of the
overall index). Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current and future results.
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U.S. Equities
The back and forth battle between
trade deal worries and future monetary policy was demonstrated in the
second quarter, with the S&P 500 returning 4.3%; modest compared to the
strong growth seen in Q1 .

Highlights
•

•

May saw the end of four straight months of
market gains as trade deal concerns reached a
boiling point. These losses were quickly recouped
in June following announcements by the Federal
Reserve that suggested a willingness to cut rates.
The market is at an interesting inflection point
where weaker economic reports are viewed
positively as they strengthen the case for a rate
cut.
Sector-wise, Financials and Materials led the
charge this quarter, with 7.8% and 6.9% returns,
respectively. Energy was the only negative sector,
down 3.1%, following fears that further tariffs on

Relative Return (%)

Russell 3000 Growth vs. Russell 3000 Value

Source: FactSet. *Returns are annualized.
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China and Mexico would negatively impact oil
demand.
•

Large-Cap stocks continued to outperform Smalland Mid-Caps this quarter, returning 4.3% against
a respective 4.2% and 2.1%. Concurrently, growth
stocks also maintained their stronger
performance relative to value across all
capitalizations, with Large-Cap growth up 4.6%
compared to 3.8% for Large-Cap value. Small-Cap
growth returned 2.8% against a 1.4% from its
value counterpart. Growth stocks are expected to
continue to outperform value stocks in the
current steady growth environment.

S&P 500 Index

S&P 500 Index

Trade Deal & Monetary Policy
Unrest

Source: Bloomberg
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International Equities
Export-driven Germany led European markets
with an 8.9% second quarter return on hopes
that easing trade tensions could signal a pickup in regional growth. The U.K. had the
weakest return of 0.9% in the recent quarter as
continued concerns over BREXIT negatively
impacted investor sentiment.

•

Cyclically oriented industries, Technology
(6.6%), Discretionary (6.2%) and Industrial
(6.1%), led sector returns as trade optimism
helped boost speculation of a growth recovery.
Real Estate, a more defensive sector, fell 2.1%
in the second quarter as investors rotated out
into more economically sensitive stocks.

•

The ECB’s dovish commentary along with plans
for a new bank lending agreement helped
boost risk assets despite obvious signs of
slowing growth in the region. European
earnings growth estimates remain overly
optimistic through 2019 and are likely to be
revised downward in the coming months.

•

The Bank of Japan followed the ECB in keeping
monetary policy unchanged. Japanese equities
gained 3.1% in the second quarter, proxied by
Nikkei 225, as larger-cap growth-oriented
stocks rallied. Japan has seen a solid rebound in
economic growth with first quarter GDP at
0.6%. However, a consumer tax is still expected
to be imposed later this year which may hinder
growth during the second half of 2019.

Return (%)

•

Cyclical Sectors Take The Lead

Green indicates leading cyclical sectors

Source: Bloomberg

European Earnings Growth (YoY)

Earnings Growth (%)

Highlights

Source: Euro Stoxx 600 Index, 2Q2019-4Q2019 are estimates.
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Emerging Market Equities
Emerging markets had a roller coaster
second quarter with a rebound in
June following a sell off in May when
trade tensions roiled markets. The
MSCI Emerging Markets index finished the second quarter up 0.7% as
sentiment improved following dovish
stances from central banks around
the world.

Return (%)

Country Returns

Source: Bloomberg
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Highlights
•

•

Argentina was the surprise leader of emerging
market returns; the MERVAL stock index returned
27.1% in the second quarter as the Macri
administration continued to push for an economic
recovery after the nation fell into a recession last
year. The weakest second quarter return was
China, down 4.6%, following a stellar 27% first
quarter. China was hurt by slowing growth and
continued trade tensions with the U.S.
Emerging markets moved slightly defensive as
value stocks outperformed growth with a return
of 1% in the second quarter. As trade tensions
heightened, companies less exposed to trade
tensions outperformed.

•

Confirming a defensive move during the quarter,
Financials, Consumer Staples ,and Utilities
outperformed with returns of 4.2%, 3.4% and
2.9% respectively. As global trade risks remain
elevated, these sectors are likely to remain
preferred.

•

Emerging market valuations continue to be
discounted versus European despite stronger
underlying fundamentals and a superior growth
outlook. A return to more accommodative U.S.
monetary policy will be a positive catalyst in the
near-term for emerging markets to narrow the
valuation gap.

Emerging Markets Remain Cheaper

Price/earnings ratio

Trade, Growth & Monetary Policy

Source: Bloomberg
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Commodities
Natural gas pricing is being hampered
by the combination of lower demand
due to cooler weather as well as increased U.S. production as the shale
boom continues; after hitting a record in 2018, natural gas production is
expected to grow by another 13%
this year.

Highlights
•

•

WTI crude oil prices ended at $57.69/barrel,
down 4.1% from $60.17/barrel at the end of the
first quarter. However, year to date oil has rallied
29%. MLPs were largely unchanged in the second
quarter but remain up 15.5% since the start of
the year. The weakest commodity was natural gas
which declined 15% during the quarter and has
now lost 28% since the start of 2019.
Within precious metals, gold performed best with
an 8% rally in June; as global bond yields fell and
the Federal Reserve became more dovish,
speculators pushed demand for gold higher. Gold
has returned 10% since the start of 2019, strongly

Billions Cubic Feet (BCF)

Natural Gas: Prices, Production & Storage

Source: Bloomberg
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outperforming a 1% gain in silver prices. Among
the industrial metals, copper fell 8% during the
quarter on the back of a softer global growth
outlook, but iron ore rallied 43% due to mine
closures in Brazil coupled with strong Chinese
demand for steel.
•

Global real estate markets were flat to mildly
positive during the second quarter. For the year
to date, both U.S. and International REITs have
gained around 16%. Despite somewhat expensive
valuations, lower interest rates should be a
positive tailwind for future REIT returns.

Commodity Returns

Return (%)

Natural Gas Prices Slump

Source: Bloomberg
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Fixed Income
Technicals boost Municipal Bond
Returns
Supply and demand dynamics continue
to provide support to municipal bond
prices. Demand remains high due to
the 2017 tax law changes while supply
remains constrained with over $117
billion of bonds expected to mature
over the summer coupled with belowaverage issuance.

•

Municipal debt gained 1.6% during the recent
quarter to finish the first half of 2019 up 3.9%.
More risky high yield municipal debt also rallied,
gaining 2.7% during the quarter and posting a
6.6% year-to-date gain.

•

As investors feared an end to the decade long
period of economic expansion and the Federal
Reserve indicated that cuts to U.S. rates were
imminent, bond yields in most major economies
declined (bond prices rose). Except for the U.S.
and the U.K., most other developed nations have

negative bond yields in the 6-month to five-year
maturity range – investors are paying the
government for the privilege of lending them
their money (see chart below).
•

Emerging market debt continued to gain with a
3.7% second quarter return, bringing their year to
date return to 10.5%. Despite expectations for
weaker economic growth, a weaker U.S. dollar
coupled with expected U.S. monetary easing is a
tailwind to the asset class.

Sovereign Bond Yields

Returns (%)

Fixed Income Returns

Highlights

Source: Bloomberg
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Source: Bloomberg
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U.S. Economy
Highlights

•

The U.S. economy remains one of the strongest
globally, but despite a 3.1% first quarter report,
the economy has shown signs of slowing. A large
inventory build helped push GDP higher in the
first quarter and we could see a much lower
second quarter print as an inventory drawdown
occurs. The Atlanta Fed currently estimates
second quarter GDP at just 1.5%.
Personal consumption, consumer spending, and
manufacturing all remain stable and inflationary
pressures are still benign. Adding in a Federal
Reserve that has decided to leave rates on hold
and markets pricing in a cut by August all leads

Source: Bloomberg
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•

Despite slowing economic data, the U.S.
economy remains healthy. The leading economic
indicators index (LEI) and the ISM manufacturing
purchasing managers index (PMI), two heavily
watched data points regarding underlying
economic activity, have been on a downward
trend since peaking in August/September 2018.
The LEI and PMI remain above their separation
points for expansion/contraction, suggesting
that the U.S. economy is definitively slowing but

not at a risk of an imminent recession.
•

Inflation remains low for consumers and
producers. Both the consumer price index and
producer price index are around 2%, while the
Federal Reserve’s inflation metric, the PCE, is at
1.6%. While there are differences in the
measures, it is positive that inflation remains low
despite trade tensions and tariffs. However, less
encouraging is that inflation looks to be rolling
over; lower inflation may have a deleterious
effect on consumer spending.

LEI’s & PMI’s Have a Story to Tell

PMI

Inflation Rate (%)

Will Inflation Ever Come Back?

to a supportive growth environment. The
current economic cycle is likely to extend, but at
a slower pace.

Leading Indicator Index

•

Source: Bloomberg
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International Economy
International economies should be boosted by the
latest round of central bank easing; the IMF forecasts
global GDP growth to strengthen from 3.3% this year
to 3.6% in 2020. However, economic activity, as well
as business and consumer confidence, remain
weighed down by ongoing trade and tariff concerns. A
resolution could provide a nice boost, but the lack of
progress or an escalation in tension could further
weaken the global economy.

•

The recent news from the European Union has been
mixed. While unemployment has continued to fall,
with the most recent 6.3% report being the lowest
since records began in January 2000, industrial
production numbers have been weak with a year-onyear decline of 0.7% in April. GDP growth remains
soft, with a 0.5% gain in Q1 following a fourth quarter
of 2018 gain of just 0.3%. The E.U. is forecasting
European 2019 GDP growth of just 1.4%, down from
1.9% in 2018.

•

Emerging Markets are generally dependent on global
growth, trade, the U.S. dollar, and U.S. interest rates.
With two of these being tailwinds (U.S. dollar and the
expectation of future U.S. interest rate cuts) and two
being headwinds (lower global growth and trade
tensions) the outlook for Emerging Markets is
somewhat mixed. Despite this, Emerging Markets are
still expected to achieve GDP growth of 4% to 5%
during 2019, with most of this growth coming from
China and Emerging Asia.

•

For now, the almost routine BREXIT issues appear to
be ignored by the market. However, returning to the
forefront is the Middle East and an increasingly hostile
relationship between the U.S. and Iran. Any further
escalation in tension could push oil prices higher and
further pressure the global economy.

Purchasing Managers Index (PMI )

•

Global PMIs

Source: Bloomberg

Consumer Confidence

Consumer Confidence Index

Highlights

Source: Bloomberg
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Trade, Tariffs, and Tweets
Highlights
•

•

Trade tensions between the U.S. and many of its
trading partners have weighed heavily on the
markets. President Trump has threatened tariffs
on China, Mexico, Germany, Japan and other
European allies as a way to force trading
partners to renegotiate deals he believes are not
favorable to the U.S. The U.S. has already
renegotiated a new NAFTA deal (United StatesMexico-Canada Agreement or USMCA), although
it has yet to be approved by congress.
Most of the focus has been on trade with China,
where the U.S. runs over a $400 billion annual

trade deficit. But many of the complaints are
more about trade practices (foreign ownership
restrictions of Chinese companies, forced
technology transfers, and strategic U.S.
technology acquisitions by Chinese government
sponsored enterprises) than the actual goods.
•
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Continued dialogue by trade delegations as well
as meetings between leaders (Presidents Trump
and Xi of China just met at the G-20 Summit in
Japan) seem to smooth over the volatility
inducing tweets and rhetoric which have allowed
investors to take a “wait and see” approach.

There has been much more “bark” than “bite”
with the tariffs and trade war talks as there have
been more threats of tariffs than actual
impositions. Many estimates of the overall
impact to annual U.S. growth are 0.25% - 0.40%
at worst.

US China Bilateral Goods Trade Balance ($bn)

Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Strategy Group and U.S. Census Bureau

•

~45% of US Imports Have Been
Threatened By Tariffs

Source: Lazard Asset Management, Global Macro Overview- Key Questions, Ronald Temple, CFA
As of 31 May 2019, Mexico and Canada were exempted from prospective tariffs on autos and auto parts in the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement
on 30 September 2018, which has yet to be formally approved. The threat of Section 301 tariffs in retaliation for EU subsidies of Airbus has
been included based on the announced product list, which accounted for ~$21bn in 2017 US imports. The final product list will likely be ~$11bn.
Source: US ITC Dataweb.
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Recession Risks: Deteriorating Economic Data
Highlights

The graph (to the left/below) shows the stages.
The green colored part illustrates the recovery to
previous GDP levels while the blue part displays
the expansionary period. Yes, its been a long

GDP $ billions

GDP Stages

Source: Bloomberg
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expansion, but the 1990’s saw a 37-quarter
expansion and the 1960’s oversaw a 34-quarter
expansion. Currently, we are only at 32 quarters,
with lower inflation and lower interest rates than
both of the previous periods.
On the other hand, leading indicators are
definitely pointing to a slowing of the expansion.
The leading economic indicator index and the ISM
Manufacturing PMI’s are good forward-looking
indicators for underlying economic activity. The
recent Manufacturing PMI came in at 51.7, still
expansionary but way down from the 61.3
reported last August. There has also been a

sustained weakening of the housing market, an
event that has previously indicated a recession
within the next one to two years.
There is no doubt our expansion is long and that
the economy is slowing, but there are few signs
pointing to an imminent recession. Given weaker
economic data and the ongoing trade disputes,
the probability is certainly higher now than it was
at the start of 2019. But as we discussed above,
this slow expansion could trundle on for a few
more quarters yet.

U.S. Manufacturing PMI

PMI

The U.S. economy has been slowing and the calls
for the end of the longest growth cycle in history
have been abundant for the last two years.
However, the growth cycle may not be as lengthy
as many investors think. June 2009 is commonly
viewed as the bottom for the 2008-09 Great
Recession - based on the value of GDP, that is
correct. However, the U.S. GDP did not exceed its
previous peak until June 2011.

Source: Bloomberg
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Tactical Asset Allocation
Market Street Growth Strategy
ASSET CLASS
CASH
INVESTMENT GRADE BONDS
Municipal Bonds

NEGATIVE

Second Quarter 2019

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE
Allocations to cash and fixed income were increased to a small overweight position
following a decision to lock in some equity market gains. High quality municipal
bonds are set to be beneficiaries of an expected cut in interest rates. Supply and
demand dynamics should also remain supportive of municipal bond valuations.

HIGH YIELD DEBT
High Yield Municipal Bonds
High Yield Corporate Bonds
Emerging Market Debt
HEDGED ASSETS

Long/Short Equity
Distressed Credit
EQUITIES
U.S. Equities - Large Cap
U.S. Equities - Small Cap
Developed Market Equities
Emerging Market Equities
Private Equity
REAL ASSETS
MLPs
Global Real Estate/REITs
Natural Resources/Energy
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While high yield municipal valuations have become a little rich, their underlying
fundamentals and the interest rate cycle are supportive. We are maintaining a
tactical allocation to Emerging Market Debt and have opportunistically added to
Closed End bond funds due to their attractive discounts.
As the bull market continues unabated, hedge fund returns have lagged. Despite
this, hedge funds provide access to diversifying and less correlated strategies as
well as opportunities that are not readily available in mutual fund format.
With U.S. equities back up to record highs we tactically reduced exposure although
portfolios remain overweight equities; U.S. equities continue to be supported by an
accommodative Federal Reserve policy. We also reduced exposure to developed
market international equities given the continued softening of economic data.
Emerging Market equities remain enticing, providing exposure to the fastest
growing economies. Market Street’s private equity program provides attractive
exposures that cannot be obtained in the public markets.

We remain fully allocated to Real Assets. MLPs are beneficiaries of increased U.S.
shale oil and gas production and we like their attractive long-term income and
growth characteristics. Natural resource stocks continue to offer compelling longterm value, although a near-term catalyst remains elusive.
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This presentation has been prepared by Market Street Trust Company. The
views expressed herein represent opinions of Market Street and are presented
for informational purposes only. They are not intended to be a recommendation
or investment advice and do not take into account the individual financial
circumstances or objectives of the investor who receives it.
Certain statements included in this presentation constitute forward looking
statements. Forward looking statements are not facts but reflect current
thinking regarding future events or results. These forward statements are
subject to risks that may result in actual results being materially different from
current expectations.
Past performance (before and after taxes) does not guarantee future
performance. There is no assurance that Market Street Trust Company funds
will achieve their investment objectives, or that they will or are likely to achieve
results comparable to those shown herein, or will make any profit, or will be
able to avoid incurring losses. Exposure to foreign currencies may cause

additional fluctuation in the value of any investment. Each investor must assess
the suitability of an investment, one’s tolerance for risk and the impact on one’s
diversification strategy. This presentation does not constitute an invitation to
buy or an offer to sell securities, or any other products or services.
This is intended as general information only. Investors in these funds may be
required to meet certain criteria under the securities laws in order to qualify.
Any discussion of U.S. tax matters is not intended and cannot be used or relied
upon for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
Please visit our website for additional information on the funds and any
investment fund updates. As always, please feel free to contact us if you would
like to learn more about our investment program.

Jim Talalas
Investment Specialist
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2 International Drive, Suite 301
Portsmouth, NH 03801
800.962.6876 phone
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212.400.9070 phone
www.marketstreettrust.com
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